Evolving Earth Law
Co-creating a New Legal Paradigm

Friday 24th & Saturday 25th May 2013, Findhorn, Scotland

In this two-day workshop we will use tools derived from whole-systems enquiry to explore our legal paradigm, which is based on an outdated worldview that is no longer meeting humanity’s needs. Is there potential for a more life-affirming approach to law - in service to the whole Earth community - and how can we facilitate its emergence?

We are at a time of rapid change and immense potential. Our legal system is a reflection of our collective consciousness - as our consciousness evolves so will our systems. Drawing on recent innovations in systemic constellation work, deep-systems healing and dialogue processes, we will get to the heart of the dynamics and inner structures that keep our legal system entrenched in its current paradigm. We will transform deeply held patterns, beliefs and assumptions that prevent us from experiencing our full potential, enabling the co-creation of a new legal paradigm.

This work can stimulate radical innovation capacity and inner-leadership potential, empowering each of us to be the change that we wish to see in our respective environments.

Whether you are a legal professional or not, if you are interested in the potential for change in our justice system, please join us for this innovative event.

Workshop Price:
Students / Benefits / NFA members: £90
Employed: £140  High income: £240
Bursaries available. Refreshments and lunch included.

Venue:
The Park, Findhorn, Moray, Scotland,
IV36 3TA
Time: 9.30am—6pm

Workshop facilitators:

Stephen Busby has worked internationally for over 25 years to help people, professions and organisations fulfil their higher potential. He has a coaching and healing practice and offers workshops and trainings in whole-field skills, inner-leadership and innovation.
deeptsystemshealing.com

Mumta Ito is the founder of the International Centre for Wholistic Law. A former City lawyer, she has toured extensively with Amma, one of India’s foremost spiritual teachers and activists. She has co-facilitated healing workshops around the world and set up an NGO in the Caribbean to save an island of rare ecological importance.

Lisa Mead is a teacher of Earth law, a coach and healing practitioner. A former City commercial lawyer, she is passionate about exploring and promoting ways for us to co-exist in peace with all beings. She is the co-founder of the International Centre for Wholistic Law and also a director of the Earth Law Alliance.

Early bird discount of £30 for bookings received before 17th April.
To reserve a place contact:
info@wholistic-law.org Tel 0845 053 7625

This is the inaugural event of the International Centre for Wholistic Law, which is based in the Findhorn Foundation Community in Scotland. Wholistic law approaches law-making, legal practice and dispute resolution from a paradigm of healing, restoration and reparation, in alignment with the natural universal principles that govern the inter-existence of all life.